
AIRLINE INTERNET ACCESS PROVIDER COST AVAILABILITY

Air Canada Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Gogo Laptops: US$9.95  
Handheld devices: US$7.95 

Select A319s between Toronto or Montréal and 
Los Angeles

Air Tran Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Gogo Fees for full internet access start at US$4.95 
and vary by flight length and the device used. 
24-hour pass: US$14.95 
Unlimited monthly internet (for use on any 
Gogo airline) US$39.95 
Traveler Pass (unlimited monthly internet on Air 
Tran) US$34.95

Entire fleet of B737s and B717s

Alaska 
Airlines 

Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Gogo 24 hours US$14.95 
Unlimited monthly (for any Gogo-equipped 
flight) US$39.95 
Monthly on Alaska Airlines US$34.95

More than 90 per cent of fleet

American 
Airlines 

Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Gogo Wifi for laptops: 15-minute pass (fewer than 
650 miles) US$1.95  
Single flight pass US$4.95-US$17.95  
Wifi for mobiles: 15-minute pass (up to 1,150 
miles) US$1.95  
Single flight US$4.95-US$9.95  
Any wifi device: Monthly pass US$34.95  
Day pass US$14.95  
Gogo Unlimited Pass: Monthly pass (unlimited 
access on all Gogo-equipped aircraft using 
any device) US$39.95

All B767-200s and select MD80s and B737s 
within the US. B777-300s flying from London 
from February 2013. Also being installed on 
B777-200s as part of retrofit (available from 
2014)

British 
Airways 

Not wifi, but satellite link 
browsing for handheld 
devices and laptops (mobiles 
need roaming contracts, 
laptops need a dongle, or 
similar device)

On Air Varies depending on passenger’s network 
provider

A318 business class-only service on London 
City-New York JFK route

Delta Air 
Lines 

Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Gogo 24 hours on flights of more than three hours: 
US$12 
One month: US$34.95  
One year: US$399.95

Entire domestic fleet (within the US and Alaska). 
From early next year: select long-haul B777s, 
B767s, B747s, A330s and B757s

Egypt Air Wifi for laptops On Air  A330-300s

Emirates Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

On Air Mobiles: from US$7.50 for up to 5MB to 
US$15 for 25MB 
Laptops: US$15 for up to 25MB to US$25 for 
100MB

A380s

Etihad Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

On Air Laptops: US$20 for 8MB, US$40 for 16MB 
Handheld devices:US$10 for 4MB, US$20 for 
8MB. Free in first class

Three A330-300s (Istanbul, Athens, Minsk, 
Cochin, Bangalore and Mahé in the Seychelles) 
and one A320 (London, Frankfurt, Paris, 
Geneva, Casablanca and Seoul) 

Frontier 
Airlines

Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Gogo Fees for full internet access start at US$4.95 
and vary by flight length and the device used.  
24-hour pass: US$14.95 
Unlimited monthly internet (for use on any 
Gogo airline) US$39.95 
Traveler Pass (unlimited monthly internet on 
Frontier Airlines) US$24.95

Entire fleet of Embraer 190s

Gulf Air Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Aeromobile Internet access is charged at US$15 for one 
hour or US$30 for 24 hours

60 per cent of wide-body fleet

Lufthansa Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Aeromobile One hour: e10.95 or 3,500 miles  
24 hours: e19.95 or 7,000 miles

All A330s and select A340s and B747-400s. 
In the course of the next two years it will be 
installed on A380s and B747-800s

Norwegian Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices 

Row 44 Free 46 B737-800s. The entire fleet will be enabled by 
end of 2012

Oman Air Wifi for laptops, smartphones 
and in-flight seat back screens

On Air Smartphones: US$5/US$15 
Laptops/IFE screens: US$15/US$40

A330s – all services between Muscat and 
London, Paris, Munich, Frankfurt, Milan, Zurich, 
Bangkok, Islamabad, Kuala Lumpur, and on 
some services between Muscat and Dubai, and 
between Muscat and Jeddah.

Qantas Trialling wifi for laptops and 
handheld devices

On Air First customers will receive a voucher from 
a cabin crew member for complimentary 
access, while charges apply for all other 
passengers 

A380s flights between Sydney and Los Angeles, 
and Melbourne and Los Angeles.

Qatar 
Airways

Not wifi, but satellite link 
browsing for smartphones 
and laptops with GSM data 
cards. Wifi coming on B787 
Dreamliners

On Air Varies depending on passenger’s network 
provider

All A319s, select A320s, A321s and B777s

SAS Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Aeromobile Temporarily free B737-800s

Saudia Not wifi, but satellite link 
browsing for smartphones 
(need roaming contracts) 
and laptops (need GSM data 
card)

On Air Varies depending on passenger’s network 
provider

A330s

Singapore 
Airlines

Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

On Air 10MB: US$11.95 
26MB: US$29.95 

Select A345s and A380s. B777s to follow. 

Southwest 
Airlines 

Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices. (Travellers can use 
Southwest’s Wifi Finder within 
24 hours of departure to see if 
their flight is Wifi enabled.)

Row 44 US$5 all day, per device 50 per cent of its fleet of B737s. 70 per cent of 
fleet will be enabled by the end of 2013

TAM Not wifi, but satellite link 
browsing for smartphones 
(need roaming contracts)

On Air Varies depending on passenger’s network 
provider

11 A319s, 11 A320s and seven A321s operating 
domestic flights (there are 132 aircraft of those 
three models in the fleet). Two additional A320s 
are scheduled to be equipped with On Air by the 
end of 2012

TAP Portugal Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

On Air 4MB: e6 
10MB: e12 

A330s between Europe and North and South 
America

Thai Airways Wifi for personal devices On Air A330s and A380s with roll-out to be complete by 
2014

Turkish 
Airlines

Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Aeromobile Free during introductory period Select B777-300ERs. Will be installed on ten 
A330-300s in 2013

United Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Gogo Laptops: US$17.95                                    
Mobiles: US$7.95

B757-200s between New York JFK and both 
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Wifi will also 
be rolled out on mainline aircraft from the end of 
2012

US Airways Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices. (The service is only 
available up to 100 miles 
beyond US borders.)

Gogo Fees for full internet access start at US$4.95 
and vary by flight length and the device used.  
24-hour pass: US$14.95 
Unlimited monthly internet (for use on any 
Gogo airline) US$39.95 
Traveler Pass (unlimited monthly internet on US 
Airways) US$24.95

A321s. By late 2013 it will be installed on A319s, 
A320s and Embraer 190, 170 and 175s

Virgin 
America

Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Gogo Laptops: Flights of less than 1.5 hours 
US$4.95  
Flights between 1.5 and three 3 hours 
US$9.95  
Flights of three hours or more US$17.95 Virgin 
America Traveller Pass on any Gogo equipped 
planes: US$34.95  
Handheld devices: Flights of less than 1.5 
hours US$4.95  
Flights of 1.5 hours and more US$7.95 

A319s and A320s on flights within the US

COMING 
SOON

Air France/
KLM

Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Aeromobile Not yet announced Will begin wifi trials in February 2013 on two 
B777-300 (one on each airline) 

All Nippon 
Airways 

Wifi available from summer 
2013

On Air Not yet annouced B777-300ERs and B767-300ERs

Cebu Pacific Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices from summer 2013 

On Air Not yet annouced A330s

Icelandair Wifi-enabled devices Row 44 Not yet annouced Installation is beginning in late 2012

Jet Blue Wifi for laptops and handheld 
devices

Via Sat Not yet announced First plane to be enabled by end of 2012
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